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QUESTION FROM IGUALADA

We hope delegates will check the condition of accommodation. Please send your answer to
administracion.bue@biketrial.es.
Dear Hiro,

The organizer ask me if you can ask the delegate, if they can ask the rider
which kind of vehicle they are using to arrive to Igualada, if they use
camping tent,
Autocaravane, rullot or hotel, this is very important to calculate the real
space.

Best regards
Ot Pi

Yesterday, Hiro made up TO DO LIST and MATERIAL LIST FOR WBC to Marius and host
countries. Now they are checking it.
Dear Marius,

I made the list to chack the all things during the event.
Please check it.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Marius,

I listed up minimum quantity list that we need an event of WBC.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro, dear friends,

thank you for the file. I check they with Fabio and I send you my proposal of
time schedule for BIU Meeting.

Sincerely yours,
Giuliano

OKI
I passed on it immediately to the organizer who programmed a
meeting next Monday with his team
j-Luc
Dear Jaen-Luc,

I will also send you the check list for WBC that I made it for Marius and
Radim. Radium will work as WBC manager to check and help the event
according to the rules.

Sincerely yours,
HIro
Well.
I have everything, Hiro. Many thanks for your work. As said, I will do my best
on each task. It is understood that as “lead juror” I will be maybe not in the

checking of the sections, although I will give my support to the different jury
meetings.

Regards,
Màrius Mollà
Dear Hiro,

It is very good as support to Marius and Giuliano. I haven’t found anything
to be add and just to put there times and send it to delegates.
I think times should be given into the schedule by organizer. As the first step
you should send to organizers authorization for Marius as a proxy president
for R1 and R2. I am sure Marius is able to fix all times in schedule with
organizer. I try to find a flight to France to be there on Friday in the evening
and I have to leave on Sunday in the morning. It is just for case Marius need
something and to meet organizers. If Marius need any help before event we
are ready to help him.

Best regards,
Libor
Hiro,

It is great! It is way hoe we can go on. All these documents should be
enclosed to WBC agreement. Please can you still more detail announcement
and advertising of WBC for organizers? It was the main problem this year
and we have to change agreement for WBC to avoid it in the future. There
also should be written what is organizer obliged to provide as the service for
BIU officials…flight tickets, accommodation, transport….please write your
opinion and I can help you to adjust WBC agreement with our international
attorney.

Thank you.
Libor
Dear Libor,

Thanks for checking the TO DO LIST and the MATERIAL LIST.
The time is very tight but I am thinking to make an instruction of how to
operate EXCEL FOFT-WEAR.
I am going to send you the additional rules just for the organizer of WBC that
I always send it together with our agreement and they check it before they
sign. The basis was made by Pere in TRIALSIN time and the later I modified it
when UFOLEP has decided to accept our sport. I put money thing and some
rules for WBC organizer in the additional rules. If we add some rules for WBC
organizer, I think we better put them in this.
Thank you so much for your very strong support for WBC. It sure be the
insurance of success for the events.
It does not matter any reasons or any excuses, we should change the
neglectful activity of WBC organizer. I know most of organizers administrate
by fathers are thinking mostly about competition side (it is also problem
because they work for their sons. The last event in Slovakia can be the
sample) but they do not work so much for publicity. This is our weak point
because most of events are held by amateur Biketrial clubs with voluntary
people. Strangely the organizer of R2 is not a club, but it happened. I do not
know exactly reason but I am sure BAC and BUE had to support them much
more. I suggested it many times in the meeting but they forgot it. I think one
of the solutions is make the publicity section in BIU.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

OPINION FROM SPAIN

OK thank's.

Respect to the BIU News ..
My humble opinion, is specially, it's now difficult for families to be 20 days in
hollidays to amateur sport, I'd better make two runs and WBC more nearby
1500km maximum distance? it can make more participation. BAC and BUE
propose several points to improve and have more participation.

Regards
Dear Angel,

Thanks for your opinion and thinking about WBC. Any opinions are
welcome.
As for me, I am a rider with trial mind (never give up and find my best way to
survive) for my concept. I always try to finds the answer to solve matters in
the best way and I like it. Mostly I do not like negative thinking because in
that way, the answer will be made by diminution thought and it seems never
grow. Not going forward, may be going backward.
About your opinion, If you think so, you can try it. Here I am wondering what
makes you think so and how do you arrive to your answer. Because it might
be right but also it seems easier solution without taking much effort. Is it our
way? It is not my concept at least.
I understand that we have to adjust ourselves to the circumstance. But not
loosing ourselves in the circumstances that changing all the time. I mean we
do not have to give up our way while there is a possibility or while we have a
chance there or before we try our best.
Today, people make much tight choice to use their limited budget on
something for their pleasure. They cut it off and put it on the things they like
it more or has value more. For this reason, we should give much higher
value on our event, wider age (Push-Biketrial, Nature Ride - touring Biketrial),
for everybody (Blind Biketrial) to our sport than the other to get people. We
do not need lower quality events. It will make us down by ourselves. We
need better plans for organizing events. It is necessary to check our past
events to find what was short. I put some data of WBC last news. If you had
your plan for R2 to make success, Please let me know it.
Let me know why are you in BIU? What is your purpose in BIU? Where is the
ground of your though? Have you ever tried your best to collect nation?
What will happen in WBC if we took your idea? Can we increase riders and

nations than now? How many?
Do you know why I am in this post? What is it for?
I always think that LIVING is like survival. If we do not fight to live, we are
almost not arriving. Nothing is left when we leave. Isn’t it a pity? We are all
here together today. We can make it better if we try.

I hope all events this year will get big success and make people satisfy very
much. That only leads us to the good next.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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